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About This Content

One of our favorite game features is being able to see the flow of time, and what a better way to do so than with a set that pays
homage to all the seasons?

Created by Sherman3D, this pack includes basic buildings and outer town decorations that are suited to spring, summer, autumn
and fall. In addition, this pack hits several different architectural angles, giving you a chance to create atmospheric maps and

locations.

This pack contains:

Tile A1 includes two animated water tiles, one for a village an another for a bustling town.

Tile A2-A5 include auto-tiles of ground, paths, walls, floors, cliffs and town buildings.

Tile B-D includes building add-ons and decorative objects, along with seasonal trees.

Material that matches the standard RPG Maker MV tiles, while still giving you a new and unique look.

Easy to use and formatted for RPG Maker MV.
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rpg maker mv town of seasons

Fat and unwieldy are two words to describe this game. While it uses many exotic contextual actions, dynamically grabbing
pipes, ledges, and other objects in game to ascend to higher safer perches, the game just falls flat on it's face.

I believe the description of this game is a "vertical" fps, which I think they meant to show by this emphasis on climbing and
acrobatics, but I think what went wrong is the aiming, which felt clunky, enemies didn't seem to die fast enough, mostly because
you're flipping and climbing everywhere just trying to find the guys, and an overall unappealing level design which was
consistent of mostly blank brick buildings and bridges leading to nowhere special.

If you can get over the aiming and the level design, you might be able to take this game. But given the size of the game, I feel
like I could use my space better than with this game.. I have been waiting for Chapter 2 since I finished Chapter 1 and I have to
say that it worth it. Sapphire Dragon did a great job with the second chapter as they created a longer story and also new difficult
puzzles. I am glad that somehow they continued the story from the first chapter.

Also I have to say that is a great improvement that they implemented a local map of the town, so I didn't had to get lost again.
Inventory seems the same, but now in Chapter 2 you have more items to collect.

The new Steam achievements for the game are great as well and you really have to struggle to complete them, which is
awesome.

From many 2D pixel games I have to say that this one started to be one of my favorite. However, I am a bit disappointed about
the soundtrack, which needs to be improved and also perhaps some voices for the main characters would be nice.

Overall, the second chapter is really good and I can't wait for Chapter 3 to be released.. Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth the
money. I have previously used the free version, but for $10.00 this is worth the moeny.. Lack of a basic attack means there are
times when you can't do anything but run away, only to die in a corner you can't get out of.. I've tried playing this in both demo
and full mode. I'm an Oculus user btw, so maybe that makes a difference. I can't get the controls to work reliably, really just not
at all. The first thing I noticed is that once you get a new table it doesn't drop to the floor and cannot be adjusted. The only
option I found was "clear the room". It looked like people were doing well with it on YouTube so I took a chance and got the
full version. At that point I started having problems with my touch controllers being intermittent then freezing completely. I
can't recommend this game for Oculus users.. Great game despite still being Early Access!
Intuitive controls, challenging puzzles and the level editor is a blast! It's really lots of fun to create own levels!
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Very poor, game play poor, design poor. Very cheap and nasty, a waste 0f AUD26!!!!. I have been enjoying this game a lot. It's
simple at it's core but gets very challenging and it has a great progression system throughout with items and tanks. I didn't have
any bugs or issues while playing, it is very clean and polished for early access. I also played with some friends for a bit and
things get real crazy and fun there.. Well designed levels that can keep you thinking for a bit combined with really good art and
sound. The random puzzle game modes are very enjoyable aswell.
Playing it with the steam controller works perfectly.. I don't have much to say on these thress but still had fun playing!! 16\/10!!.
Very interesting gameplay, good story, will be looking out for more of this type of game.. Almost a year since last update so I
guess this is dead.
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